
 Without capital punishment (death penalty) our lives are less secure and crimes of violence increase. 
Capital punishment is essential to control violence in society. To what extent do you agree or disagree 
with this opinion?

  People today still have a mixed views on whether death penalty has a positive or negative influence on 
the society and based on some evidence, there is no relationship/correlation between crime and capital 
punishment a significant decline in the incidence of crime for decreasing since there are many other 
ways which officials could apply/introduce in order to should do it until contain commission of 
offences.it.

     I disagree with this statement because governments have a responsibility for controlling and handling 
any bad events in society, by which I mean they must define a policy and apply it and also other people 
must be followers.

    Without planning, the result of any crime or violence could be disastrous and leadsing to a situation 
which satisfies no –one. Thus many plans must be defined; for instance, for instance; in the field of 
education and training.

   There are many suggestions which people can adopt in order to diminish violence and street hazards, 
one of which and one of suggestions which we can decrease it, is the family concept. underestimating 
the family values is wrong because everything is commenced by family. Hence,hence family allows to 
foster their children in the best situation so that until they grow up well growing and enter going to 
society without a lower risk of turning to any risk and crime.

   anOther suggestion goes to advertising. To put it simply, governments pave the a way for advertising 
and putting up banners in the street as training and some psychologistses believe that it has a positive 
effects in their life style.

   Totally, punishment is also useful for to impress people, and to makinge them fear the laws.in fact, 
when a young misfit who has grown in a violent atmosphere, influenced by elder delinquents, they are 
prone to make a mistake or even maybe go to prison so governments use death penalty and this kind of 
punishment must be the last step in comparison with other punishments.

  Putting everything into consideration, not only should we expect training from the government, but we 
also should develop a condition in which children learn to obey the laws among family and in schools 
which and it does not leads to avoiding violence. In addition, it has a positive effects in society and their 
life, and last but not least, the more education, the safter society.

   


